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Calendar Notes

THANKSGIVING

Thursday, November 28

Classes 9-12

Friday, November 29

No Classes

Mazel Tov

Rabbi Shlomo and Adina S lerman on the birth of a son

YAHADUS EXPERIENCE
This week in the Yahadus experience, the children got to experience the difficult

task Rivka undertook when she offered to give Eliezer's 10 camels water to
drink. The children were overwhelmed to learn that one camel can drink

between 30 and 50 gallons of water at a time! Each child was given a bucket,
and as a class they had a chance to take water from a "well" and fill up a trough
that would be enough for one camel. By filling up buckets of water themselves,
the children realized that the water was quite heavy and that many buckets of

water were needed to fill the trough and satisfy the camel's thirst. We now have
a much deeper appreciation for Rivka's kindness, knowing how hard she had to

work to give Eliezer and his 10 camels a drink;  without any complaints!!

פינת עברית
The JPK yeladim (children) were very excited as we rolled out our next color - the color blue.
The children enjoyed playing the Tzedaka Tzvaim  (colors) game. I sang the song:
Effo effo tzeva adom oh Kachol? (where oh where is the color red or blue) and each child picks up the right
tzeva (color) and puts it in the Tzedaka box.
In the Pre-K and K classes, we added a few new Hebrew vocabulary words:
Mi (who) Mi Atta (who are you for boy) Mi At (who are you for girl).
Our favorite game was: Took, Took Mi Ani? (Knock knock who am I?)
Shabbat shalom!





JuNIOr Pre-K PRESs
MOROT NAOMI & RIVKY

This week we continued with our Brachos
unit, focusing on the Bracha, Borei Pri
Ha'adama. The children had fun picking
carrots from the ground and eating a
Ha'adama snack!

For this week's Parsha, Parshas Chayei Sara,
we learned about another set of our Avos
and Imahos; Yitzchok and Rivkah. Eliezer,
Avraham's servant, traveled across the
scorching hot dessert with 10 camels to find
a wife for Yitzchok. After seeing Rivkah's
kindness, Eliezer gave her beautiful jewelry
and then brought her home to marry
Yitzchok. The children enjoyed stringing a
beautiful necklace for Rivkah, the Kallah and
dancing in honor of the wedding.

In JPK 2 and 3, we learned about the special
miracles experienced in Rivkah's tent. First,
that the Shabbos candles remained lit from
week to week and also that the Challah
remained fresh all week long. After learning
about this miracle, the children made their
own challahs to take home. We hope you
enjoy it!

MOROT LINDSAY & SUSAN

This week was so exciting as we
continued our unit on Animals. Our
focus this week was on farm animals.
The children used legos to build their
own farm and had so much fun with the
plastic farm animals! We also enjoyed
playing with new trucks and farm
equipment!

During our Afternoon meeting, we
learned the song “Old Macdonald Had
A Farm.” As we held up different plastic
farm animals, the children made the
animal sound! So impressive!

In our literacy center, we sorted and
matched small plastic farm animals to
their corresponding pictures. We also
practiced our fine motor skills as we
used our plastic tweezers to move the
animals around.

In our art center, we made our favorite
animal of the week; a horse.

Next week we will be doing a unit on
Pilgrims and Native Americans. We are
looking forward to doing a rain dance,
painting with berries, pilgrim
workbooks and creating Native
American headdresses with feathers!



PRe-K PAGES
MOROT NECHAMA, MIRIAM &

MORIEL

In Parshas Chayei Sarah, the children were
introduced to Rivka Imenu. Rivka
demonstrated the Middah of Chesed when
she gave water from the well to Eliezer and
his camels. We discussed how we are going
to try to do many acts of Chesed this week.
We also learned about the three Nissim
which occurred in Sarah's tent; the Annan
Hakavod over her tent, the Bracha of the
dough and the candles that stayed lit from
one Erev Shabbos to the next. When Sarah
passed away, these Nissim disappeared,
but when Rivka entered the tent they
returned.

We are continuing our unit on Brachos and
we focused on the Bracha " Borei Pri
Ha'eitz." The children are playing various
games to reinforce saying the correct
Brachos on specific foods. They enjoyed
using the different foods from the
housekeeping center to practice their
Brachos skills. We enjoyed preparing our
own fruit salad for snack time.

The letter " Vav " was introduced this week.
Some of the vocabulary words we learned
this week were ; ורוד ורד וילון 

This week's Mitzvah was " V'ahavta
L'raiacha  Kamocha ". We discussed the
importance of treating our friends with
respect, just like we would want to
be treated. We sang many famous
songs about this Mitzvah.

MOROT ARIELLA, ELYSE & SARAH

What a Terrific week!  This
week, we learned about
the letter T.  The class
discussed different words
that start with the letter T
such as; turtle, telephone,
tooth, teeth, and tractor.

The book of the week was To Market To
Market by Anne Miranda.

We were so excited to start our new Animal
unit this week! We started the unit off by
discussing different animals that live on
land and in the sea. We did an activity and
sorted land animals and sea animals on a
page. We also discussed the different
colors, sizes, and shapes of some of the
animals. The children had a great time as
they danced and moved their bodies to the
song “Animal Action.” They had a ”wild” time
acting like many animals and laughing with
their friends.

To end the week, we had a show and tell
day, where all the children brought in a toy
animal from home to show the class. Each
child had a chance to present their animal
and tell us about it.

We are looking forward to learning a new
alphabet letter and more about animals
next week !



kINDeRGARTEN CORNER
MOROT BAYLA, DEVORAH, ESTHER,

ESTY & RENA
This week, in Parshas Chayei Sarah, we
learned about the greatness of Sarah
Immeinu and the 3 Brachos that came
because of her. The Anan of Hashem over her
tent, her Challah that stayed fresh and her
Neiros that stayed lit.

All the children made a beautiful gift for their
mother with the tefillah of Hadlakos Neiros
and baked Challah. Some classes made a
creative depiction  of the 3 Brachos out of
different materials or food. Some classes
listened to a  book called Kind Little Rivkah by
Dina Rosenfeld.

We had loads of Lamed fun this week in all
the K classes. Each class used different
manipulatives to form, find and sound out
Lamed, either with a  Lamed hunt, water
colors,  q- tip painting, lego, licorice  or even
with the children themselves! we all had loads
of learning fun!

We will be starting to learn about the Mitzvah
of Bikur Cholim in our Middos curriculum next
week.

Have a great Shabbos!!

MOROT HEIDI, MORAL, PEARLY &
RACHELI

This week in math we learned how to form
the numbers 9 and 10 . We used counters
to practice the numbers learned and
played games putting the numbers 1-10 in
order.

We had so much fun learning the letters
Ee and Rr in Fundations this week. The
letter Ee is different from all the other
letters that we learned.  Ee does not start
on any of the start lines on the Fundations
writing paper. The letter E begins between
the “plane line” and the “grass line”. We
played a game where we had to pick a
letter from the board with our eyes closed.
Then we said the name of the letter, its
sound, and three words that start with that
letter.

We also learned about the Colonial Times.
We  know that the pilgrims ran away from
the king of England, King James. The
pilgrims went on a voyage and arrived in
Plymouth, where the Native Americans
taught them how to fish, hunt, plant, make
butter, and build houses. We compared the
way the pilgrims dressed to the way we
dress now.  It was so interesting to see the
similarities and the differences.





YTCTE ECE CHANUKAH WORKSHOPS

MONDAY, DECEMBER 16 @ 10 AM

JPK CLASSES

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17 @ 9:45 AM

PRE-K CLASSES

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18 @ 9:45 AM

KINDERGARTEN 1, 2 & 6

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19 9:45 AM

KINDERGARTEN 3, 4 & 5


